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PRELIMINARIES 
Let S = R[X, ,..., X,] be a polynomial ring in n indeterminates over a 
commutative ring R with identity. It is obvious that properties of R affect 
the properties of S. However, it would also seem that some behavior of S 
as an R-algebra is influenced by the polynomial indeterminates. Specifically 
the author has been in situations where one wants to claim that a par- 
ticular element of S is an indeterminate over R or some ring between R and 
S. While in each special circumstance, the elements turned out to have the 
desired properties, it was the feeling of the author that some general results 
ought to hold. It is the purpose of this paper to study the notion of 
algebraic independence of elements of R[X, ,..., X,,]. A better title for the 
paper might be “Why there is no notion of transcendence degree over 
arbitrary commutative rings.” It is not difficult to find bad examples and 
the positive results may not be surprising. However, the author feels it is of 
some use to catalogue what can happen. 
Definitions are overdue, and are formulated in terms of ordered subsets 
of s= R[X, )...) X,]. 
DEFINITION 1. Let { yi,..., y,} be an ordered subset of elements of S = 
RCX, ,..., X,]. Define the transcendence degree of R[y , ,..., yi] over 
NY,,..., yi- i] to be zero if yi satisfies F(X) = 0 with non-zero coefficients 
in R[ y, ,..., Yip i]; and one otherwise. Then define the transcendence degree 
of the ordered set { yi,..., y,} over R to be 
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where [ : ] denotes the transcendence degree just defined. Denote the sum 
by [NY,,..., Y,I 4. 
DEFINITION 2. ’ Let R c_ B E S = R[X, ,..., X,]. Define the “complete” 
transcendence degree of B over R, denoted [B: RI,, to be the maximum of 
{ CRCY i ,..., y,] : R] } over ordered subsets { y1 ,..., ym} of B. Similarly define 
[S:B],. 
DEFINITION 3. Again let R E B E S= R[X,,..., R,]. Define the 
“generating” transcendence degree of B over R to be the maximum of 
{[NY i ,..., y,] :R] > where {y, ,..., y,,,} is contained in a minimal 
generating set of B over R. Here minimal means least cardinality. We use 
the notation [B: RIG. Similarly define [S: BIG. 
By definition [ : ]o 6 [ : 1,. The paper will give an example where 
[S:B], < [S:B],, and show that if R is reduced (no nilpotent elements) 
then [ : lG = [ : 1,. In this case both transcendence degrees are equal to 
the minimum of { [S/P: B/P] } or minimum of { [B/P: R/P] } where P is a 
minimal prime of R, S/P is SIPS, and B/P in the image of B is SIPS. These 
notational conventions will be used throughout the paper. 
When no subscript is used on [ : 1, the reader should assume either 
subscript applies. Of course [R[y,,..., y,] :R] is tied to the specific set 
( yl,..., y,}. The interest is in [B: R] and [S:S]. The point of looking at 
ordered generating sets is that there is some order imposed in generating B 
from R and then S from B. It is the purpose of the paper to study con- 
ditions under which [B: R] + [S: B] = n for finitely generated B over R, 
with B G S = R[X, ,..., X,]. It might be remarked here that while these 
definitions reduce to the usual notion of transcendence degree when R is a 
domain, some readers may prefer a definition which involves Krull dimen- 
sion. These readers should give [ : ] a better title. The interest is in study- 
ing the properties defined as opposed to finding the most natural extension 
of the definition of transcendence degree. For the record, when R is a 
domain and B is an R-algebra, [B: R] is defined to be [L:R] where L and 
K are the respective quotient fields. 
1. EXAMPLES AND LEMMAS 
The following example shows that in general the notions of complete and 
generating transcendence degree are distinct. 
EXAMPLE 1.1. Let R=2/4Z, B= R[2X], S= R[X], [S:B],= 1 since 
X2 is transcendental over B. [S: BIG = 0 because 2 multiplies any generator 
of S over B into B. 
481/101/1-8 
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The following example shows that order is important and that transcen- 
dence degree need not add properly. 
EXAMPLE 1.2. Let R=Z/4Z (or Z/62). Let S= R[X]. Let y, =2X* 
and y, =X+2X2. Since 2y, (or 3y,) is zero and y, =2(y,- y,)*, 
[R[y,,y2]:R]=0. However, [R[y,,y,]:R]=l. If R=Z/4Z and B= 
R[y,] then [B:R] + [S:B],=O while [B:R] + [S:B],= 1. (Recall [ : ] 
means either generating or complete applies.) 
In general, knowing [B: R] with no other information about B does not 
shed much light on how B sits in S or rather how S is generated over B. It 
should be noted that not all subrings B of S which contain R are finitely 
generated over R. In the first example [ : 1, added properly. In the follow- 
ing example B is infinitely generated over R and [ : 1, adds improperly as 
well as [ : lo. 
EXAMPLE 1.3. Let R=Z/4Z, S=R[X], and B=R[2X, 2X2, 2X3 ,... 1. 
[B:R] =0 and [S:B] =O. 
S over B is of course always finitely generated since S over R is finitely 
generated. Lemma 1.1 below implies that [B: R] and [S: B] are bounded. 
Thus for each B such that R E BE S, there exists { y, ,..., ym} so [B: R], = 
CRCy,,..., y,]:R] and B’cB so that [B’:R]=[B:R] with B’ finitely 
generated over R. In addition, for each specific ordered subset G of S so 
B[G] = S, B’ can also be chosen so that B’[G] = S and [B’[G] :B’] = 
[B[G] : B]. While this does not necessarily imply B’ can be chosen finitely 
generated over R so that [S: B’] = [S: B], the paper will restrict attention 
to B finitely generated over R. The preceding remarks are intended to con- 
vince the reader that little generality is lost by this restriction. 
The bad behavior of algebraic independence is of course caused by the 
presence of zero divisors. The following example illustrates that it is not 
sufficient o avoid zero divisors as coefficients of generating elements 
EXAMPLE 1.4. Let R = Z/42 (or Z/62), S= R[X,, X,], y, =X, + Xg, 
y2=g+Xi, a n y, =X,+X: +Xi. While the yi do not have any zero d 
divisor coefficients, the relations 2y:= 2y, (or 3~: = 3y,) and y, = 
Y:-~Y~(Y~-Y~*+~(Y~-Y~)~ do. ConswentlY [NY,, Y,, y31 :Rl is 
only 1. 
The choice of Z/42 or Z/62 merely shows that in this example nilpotent 
elements are no more troublesome than ordinary zero divisors. In fact, in 
the Z/62 case the reader should note the effect of killing the ideal (2) ver- 
sus killing the ideal (3). In the first case y2 = yf becomes the only relation 
so the degree goes up between y, and y,. In the second the increase is 
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between y, and y2. We will see later that in the reduced Noetherian case 
this is the only way that transcendence degree can fail to add properly. 
In the previous examples there exists a reordering of the yi so that the 
transcendence degree is as expected. The following easy example shows this 
is not always the case. 
EXAMPLE 1.5. R=Z/6Z,S=R[X],y,=2X,andy,=3X.R[y1,y,]= 
RCJfl but 0 = CRb,, YJ :Rl = CO,, y,l :Rl. 
Rings with positive nonprime characteristic provide convenient examples 
of rings with zero divisors. However, examples with zero or prime charac- 
teristic which illustrate the various bad behaviors can also be easily con- 
structed. By now it is clear that the presence of zero divisors can cause the 
total transcendence degree of R[y, ,..., y,] ( = S) over R to be less than n 
where S = R[X, ,..., X,]. It also seems clear that the transcendence cannot 
exceed n. The following lemma justifies these remarks. 
LEMMA 1.1. If{y, ,..., y,,,} cS=R[X, ,..., X,], then [R[y ,,..., y,]:R] < 
CR/P[Y,,-, Y, ] :R/P] <n for any minimal prime P of R. (R/PC yl,..., y,] 
is the image of R[ y1 ,..., y,] in SIPS.) 
Proof Let F( yl,..., y,) = 0 be any relation where F has coefficients in 
R/P. Let F be any lift of F( Y, ,..., Y,) to R[ Y, ,..., Y,]. Let a, ,..., aN be the 
coefficients of F. g = F( y, ,..., y,) E PS. Let b, ,..., b, be the coeflicients of g 
expressed in terms of the Xi. { 6, ,..., b,} E P but some ai$ P. It suffices to 
show that there exists r E R such that rbj = 0 for all j but rai # 0. Pass to R,. 
If all b,/l = 0 then there exists r E R - P so that rbj = 0. Since ai # P, raj # 0. 
If not all b,/l = 0 then J= (6,/l,..., b,/l) is nil so choose K so JK+’ =O, 
JK#O in R,. Let O#d=c/sEJK, then db,ll = 0 so there exists t $ P so 
tcb, = 0. tea, # 0 since d # 0. 
Since transcendence degree adds properly over a domain, the following 
corollary provides some information. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Zf there exists a single minimal prime P such that for 
each i where yi satisfies a relation over R[ y, ,..., yi- 1] one such relation sur- 
vives mod P, then [R[ y1 ,..., y,] :R] = [R/PC y, ,..., y,] :R/P]. 
Proof. The only situation in which [R[y,,..., yi] :R[y,,..., yip 1]] =0 
while [R/PC yl,..., yi] :R/P[ y ,,..., yi- ,]I = 1 is when all the relations yi 
satisfied over R[y,,..., yip 1] have coefficients in P[X,,..., X,]. This 
situation contradicts the hypothesis. The opposite case cannot happen by 
the proof of Lemma 1.1. 
COROLLARY 1.3. [B:R],+ [S:B],< [B:R],+ [S:B],<n where as 
usual R c B E S = R[X, ,..., X,,]. B need not be finitely generated over R. 
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Proof The first < is by definition. The second follows from Lemma 1.1 
and the fact that [B:R], + [S:B], > n implies there exists a finite subset of 
S with transcendence degree >n. 
We end this section with another frequently used lemma. 
LEMMA 1.4. ZfR is a ring contained in an R-algebra T then T= R[ {s@}] 
if and only tf T/NT= R/N [ {S, } ] where N is a nilpotent ideal of R. 
Proof: One direction is clear. If T/NT= R/N[(s,}], then T= 
R[{s,}]+NT=R[{s,}]+N2T= ... =R[{s,}] because Nk=O for 
some k. 
2. SOME POSITIVE RESULTS 
Example 1.4 shows that a hypothesis which only imposes conditions on 
the coefficients of { yi,..., y,} E S = R[X,,..., A’,] will have to be strong in 
order to guaranteee good behavior of transcendence degree. Note the 
strength of the hypothesis in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let R[ y, ,..., ym] G S = R[X, ,..., X,,]. Zf the coefficients 
of ( yi} are contained in a subring D of R which is a domain torsion free in R 
then CRCY,,..., Y,I :Rl = CDCy,,..., y,] : D]. (As usual subring means sub- 
ring containing the identity.) 
Proof Let M= D- (0). M is a multiplicative set of regular elements o 
R G R,. Thus, localizing at A4 does not kill any relation that the yi might 
satisfy. Certainly no new relation F is created where new means F involves 
a subset of the { yi} which are not related over R. Thus, 
CRCY ,,..., Y,I :Rl = CRJY,,..., y,] : R,] and in fact this holds for any R 
and any multiplicative set of regular elements M. It is also straightforward 
to check that in general if R G R’ is flat then 
CR’ OR NY,,..., Y,I :R’l = [NY,,..., Y,I :RI. 
The hypotheses of the theorem guarantee that R, is flat over D, so the 
theorem follows. 
The general statements in the proof of Theorem 2.1 suggest hat we can 
pass to the total quotient ring of R in studying transcendence degree. In 
fact this is the case for [R[y,,..., y,]:R] and [B:R], or [S:S],. 
However, the case of [ : ]o is not clear because the property of being a 
minimal generating set does not respect localization. 
Now let B be a subring of S finitely generated over R; we seek conditions 
on B which provide information about [S:BIG or [S:B],. 
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THEOREM 2.2. Let S=R[X, ,..., R,] and let Bc S be such that 
[B/P: R/P] = k for all associated primes P of 0 in R. (Recall BJP means 
image in SIPS. Here associated prime of 0 means a minimal prime of an 
annihilator of a single element.) Let N = nil R and suppose Br\ NS = NB. 
Then if S can be generated over B by n-k elements, then [S:B], = 
[S: B], = n - k. Further [ B[z, ,..., z, _ k] : B] = n - k for any ordered minimal 
generating set {z~,...,z,-k} of S over B. In particular, [B: RIG + 
[S:B],=n if [B:R],=k. 
Proof. Since [S:B],<[S:B].<n-k, it suffices to prove the last 
claim: namely, [B[z ,,..., z,-,]:B]=n-k. By induction on n-k we need 
only show z1 is an indeterminate over B since then B[zl] will satisfy the 
hypothesis of the theorem. 
Step 1. zi is not a zero divisor in S. If z, were a zero divisor, then there 
would exist r E R such that rzl = 0. This fact is an easy generalization of the 
result for R[X] which is well known (see [S] or [2]). Let P be a minimal 
prime over Ann r so P is an associated prime of 0. Let Z be the ideal of S 
generated by PS and all monomials in Xi of degree 2. Now view S/Z two 
ways. Viewing S as R[X, ,..., X,,] we obtain S/Z?! (R/P)“+ ’ as an R/P 
module. Viewing S as B[z,,..., z,-~] we obtain an R/P module with at 
most n generators. z1 goes to 0 in S/Z, and in B, the image of B in S/Z, there 
can be at most k linearly independent elements yi over R/P. If there were 
k + 1 elements of B whose linear parts were linearly independent mod P, 
these elements would be algebraically independent mod P contradicting the 
hypothesis of the theorem. To see this fill in the details of the following out- 
line. Pass to the quotient field of R/P. By subtracting constant terms and 
changing variables, assume the yi have the form Xi + higher degree terms. 
Now by examining the lowest-degree terms of F( y, ,..., yk+ i), show that 
F(Y , ,..., yk+ i) = 0 contradicts the algebraic independence of the Xi. 
Step 2. The theorem holds for reduced R. 
Mod every associated prime P of 0, {z,,..., z,-,,.} must be a set of 
independent indeterminates over B/P, the image of B in SIPS. Thus all 
relations on (zi ,..., 2, _ k} can only have nilpotent coefficients, i.e., zero 
coefficients if R is reduced. It is easy to check that n P = N holds for the 
associated primes of 0 as defined in the theorem. 
If B/N denotes the image of B in SINS we have in general that 
BINCz, ,..., z,-~] = R/N[X, ,..., X,] where {z ,,..., z,,-~} are independent 
indeterminates over B/N. 
Step 3. There exists B’c B so that B’[zl ,..., z,~~] = R[X, ,..., A’,], z1 is 
an indeterminate over B’, and B’/N = B/N. 
Let 4 be the map from B/N[z i ,..., z, _ k] which sends 6 to 6~ B/N and zi 
to 0. Then I$’ = 4 and by Theorem 2.2 of [l] there is a lift of 4 to 4: 
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RCX, ,..-, x,1 + RCX, ,..., X,] so 4’ = $. In fact, by the proof of the result if 
the preliminary lift is any lift of 4 which takes RIXl ,..., X,] into B, then the 
linal lift 4 also maps into B. Let B’= &RCA’,,..., XJ). zi is an indeter- 
minate over B’ if and only if z1 - 6, is such for any b, E B’. Since 
4(z1- #(Zl)) = 0 we may replace zi by zi -b, = z, - 4(z,) and thus assume 
q5(zi) = 0. (Use the idempotency of 4.) Repeat the argument of Step 1, so z, 
is still not a zero divisor, Now suppose d is least so b, + biz, + ... + 
b,zf = 0. Since z1 is not a zero divisor, b, # 0. However, applying 4 to both 
sides yields $(b,) = 0. But q5(b,) = b, so this contradiction proves this step. 
The theorem follows if B= B’. Now we use the hypothesis that 
NSnB=NB for the first time. B=B’+(NSnB)=B’+NB but B is 
finitely generated over B’ so B= B’ + N’B where N’ is nilpotent. Thus 
B = B’ by Lemma 1.4. 
The following theorem shows that we can drop the assumption 
NS n B = NB if we are willing to settle for [S: B], behaving as desired. 
THEOREM 2.3. If B = R[yI ,..., ym ] E S = RIXI,..., X,,] and 
CRCy, ,..., v,l :N = CRIPCYI,..., y,] : R/P] = k for aN associated primes P 
of 0 (see Theorem 2.2), then [S: B], = n -k when S can be generated over B 
by n - k elements. 
Proof: Construct B’ as in the proof of Theorem 2.2. Choose WOE B’ so 
wi= yi + ni where niE NSn B. Suppose ni which is in NB’[z,,..., z,~~] has 
zero constant term in NB’ so q5(yi) = wi. Since B’ E B, 4(B) = B’. But also 
d(B)= R[b(y,) ,..., b(y,)] = R[w, ,..., w,] so B’= R[w, ,..., w,] and B= 
B’[n,,..., n,]. Since (n, ,..., nm)k = 0 for some k, B is a finite B’ module. 
Further NS n B’ = NB’ because 
NSnB’=#(NSnB’)cq5(NS)=N#(S)=NB’. 
The other containment is clear. By Theorem 2.2 {zi ,..., z,-k} is a set of 
independent indeterminates over B’. (Since B’fN = B/N, B’fP = BfP for 
each associated prime P of 0.) Since B is finite over B’, there exists a 
maximal integer A4 such that B contains no polynomialfin B’[z~,..., z,,-~] 
where degree off in zi is > M. Thus zi Q is transcendental over B where 
K= K, > A4. Otherwise b,zfd + . . . + blzf + 6, = 0 where d is minimal. 
b0 # 0 since zi is not a zero divisor. But b, has degree > M in zi and 6, E B. 
Now B[zf] is also a finite module over B’[zf] and {z~,..., z,-k} is a set of 
independent indeterminates over B’[zf]. Repeating the argument we even- 
tually arrive at a transcendence set {zfl,..., z?--i} over B. Thus 
[S:B],=n-k. 
COROLLARY 2.4 (of Theorem 2.2). Zf {y,,..., y,} generates S= 
NJ--, ,..., X,] over R andm=n, then [R[y, ,..., y,]:R]=n. 
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Prooj Let B = R. (This has an easy direct proof. Pass to Noetherian R. 
Map S= RCX,,..., X,] onto S via Xi to yi. The map must be an 
isomorphism so yi are indeterminates.) 
The following example shows that if the hypothesis NSn B = NB is 
deleted from Theorem 2.2, then [S: BIG can be less than n - k. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let R=2/4Z, S= R[X,, X,], and B= R[y,, yJ where 
y,=X,+2X2, and y2=X:++2X2. The reader can check that B also 
= R[X,, 2X,]. Writing B as R[y,, y2] merely shows that avoiding 
nilpotent generators doesn’t guarantee that NSn B = NB. Viewing B as 
RCA’,, 2X,] it is clear that a minimal generating set of S over B will have 
size one and will be algebraic over B. z, however, is transcendental 
over B. 
A natural question is whether Theorem 2.2 can be generalized so that the 
hypothesis about the number of elements in a minimal generating set can 
be dropped. The following example shows that in this case an arbitrary 
minimal generating set may not have the right transcendence degree. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Let R = Z/62, B = R[2q + 3g] c S = R[X,, X,]. 
Because B has no term with non-zero linear part, at least two elements are 
required to generate S over B. Thus {Xi, X,} is a minimal generating set. 
However, 2X: and 3% are in B so both X, and X, are algebraic over B. 
However, if we choose {Xi + 2X,, 2X, + 3X2} as a minimal generating set 
we get transcendence degree one as desired. Despite the fact that 2 and 3 
are both zero divisors 2X: + 3X: is not. 
Our next goal is to show that if R is Noetherian reduced, the only con- 
dition required for additivity of transcendence degree is that [B/P: R/P] be 
constant as P runs over the minimal primes P of R. It should be remarked 
that this condition is satisfied for B= R[y,,..., y,] whenever a sufficient 
number of the relations on yl,..., y, have a coefficient which is a non-zero 
divisor. 
THEOREM 2.5. If R is reduced with a finite number number of minimal 
primes, B finitely generated over R G S= R[X,,..., X,,], then [B:R]o = 
[B:R],=min{[B/P:R/P]} h w ere P ranges over the minimal primes of R 
and as usual for this paper BJP is the image of B in SIPS. In addition, 
[S:B],= [S:B],=min{[S/P:B/P]}. 
Proof [B:R],< [B:R],<min([B/P:R/P]} =k where the first < is 
by definition and the second < by Lemma 1.1. Thus, it suffices to show 
that there exists a minimal generating set of B over R with transcendence 
degree k. Let y, ,..., y, be an ordered minimal generating set with transcen- 
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dence degee s. We can assume the first s elements form a transcendence set 
since yip i and yi can be interchanged if yi_ 1 contributes a 0 (is algebraic 
over R[yl ,..., yi-J) and yi contributes a 1 (is transcendental over 
NY, ,..., yip 1]). Let B’= R[y ,,..., y,]. If s = k there is nothing to prove. If 
s < k, mod each minimal prime P of R, some yi is transcendental over E’. 
By induction on k-s we need only construct one element part of a 
minimal generating set which is transcendental over B’. We show that we 
can always find an element of the form yj + &+ i rk y, which is transcen- 
dental mod any number of minimal primes using induction on this number. 
For one minimal prime P, some yj is transcendental mod P, . Now suppose 
w=Yj+Ck+jrkYk is transcendental mod P,,..., P,. By a change of 
variables we can assume w = yj. Choose P, + , . If w = yj is already trans- 
cendental we are done. If not some yj (i # j) is transcendental mod P, + 1. 
Choose rEPIn ... nPk-Pk+l. Then ryi is transcendental mod P,, , 
because r # 0 mod P, + 1. Let w’ = yj + ry,. w’ is transcendental mod Pk + 1 
because yj is algebraic and ryi is transcendental. w’ = yj mod P, ,..., Pk so w’ 
is also transcendental mod PI,..., P, and the claim follows. Since yj+ 
Ck + j rk yk is part of a minimal generating set we are finished. The proof of 
[S:B], = [S:B], = min{ [S/P:B/P]} is similar. 
THEOREM 2.6. If R is reduced with a finite number of minimal primes, B 
finitely generated over R and ES = R[X, ,.,., X,,], then [B/P: RIP] = k for 
all minimal primes P of R implies [B:R],= [B:R],=k and [SIB],= 
[S:B],=n-k. 
ProoJ By Theorem2.5 [B:R],=[B:R],=min{[B/P:R/P]}=k. 
Since [B/P: R/P] is constantly k, [S/P: B/P] is constantly n - k so 
[S:S]o = [S:B], = n - k again by Theorem 2.5. 
3. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
It was hoped that this paper would leave no unanswered questions or at 
least not raise more questions than were answered. The case for Noetherian 
reduced R seems clear in the light of Theorems 2.5 and 2.6. (The author 
feels Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 are deeper, however. Despite appearances to 
assume R is reduced is to assume more than is assumed in Theorems 2.2 
and 2.3 in this setting.) However, at least two questions remain if R 
is not reduced. Can either of the inequalities [B:R], < [B:R],< 
min([B/P:R/P]) over associated primes P of zero be strict inequalities if R 
is not reduced? Example 1.1 shows [S:B], can be strictly less than 
[S:B],. One can also ask about [S:S], and min{[S/P:B/P]}. Two 
inconclusive examples are given below. 
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EXAMPLE 3.1. Let R = Z[a, b, c, d, N]/I where Z= (N*, Nu- NC, 
Nb - NC). Let y, = aX, + bX2, y, = CA’, + dX2 where S = RIXl , X2] and 
B=RCY,, ~21. 
Discussion. Nyr=Ny, implies N(y,-y,)=O implies N(y:-yi)=O 
implies Ny: = NY:. This “suggests” [B: R], = 1. However, mod each 
associated prime P of zero, [B/P : R/P] = 2. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let R = Z[a,, a,, u3, b,, b,, b,, cl, c2, c3, L, A4, N]/Z 
where I=((L,M,N)2u{Lui+Mbi+Nci}). Let S=R[X,,X,,X,], B= 
NY,, Y,,Y31 where Y,=~,~,+~,~2+“,~,, yz=b,X,+b,X,+b,X3, 
and Y~=c,X,+C~X~+C~X~. 
Discussion. Ly,+My,+Ny,=Oso [R[y,,y2,y3]:R]=2. 
Conjecture. [B:R], is also 2 while [B:R],=3. 
On a different topic it should be remarked that Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 
despite the conclusions do not imply BZ R[X, ,..., X,]. This is just the fact 
that cancellation of polynomial indeterminates does not yield isomorphic 
rings in general [2,3]. 
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